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China

Vladivostok

Gerfried “Friedl” Swoboda has undertaken to do
nothing less than circle the globe. This extreme
road trip is set to last four years. The 50-year-old
from Salzburg is on the road with his Fennek, a
6x6 Steyr-Puch Pinzgauer 718T. The globetrotter
embarked on his journey in July 2018, and plans
on returning in June 2022. Stickers with the
Würth logo adorn the powerful all-terrain vehicle.
Swoboda: “Würth supports me with quality tools,
which are essential on these types of trips. The
employees at Würth Austria are fond of my
project.” Why is Friedl Swoboda always on the
move? “I like to actively seek out adventure,” says
the doctor of geology. This picture was taken last
fall at Karakul Lake in Tajikistan. This small map
shows which route he took from there. In the
spring, the voyage will continue to Vladivostok,
where the Fennek will be shipped to Canada.
aroundtheearth.world
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WORLD WIDE WÜRTH

OUR

PATH TO

SUCCESS
14
BILLION

MORE THAN

OVER

The Würth Group is constantly growing.
More and more business segments are b
 eing
tapped, more and more new companies
are being added to the network of globally 
operating Allied Companies. Here we
explain what defines Würth, and what the
Group stands for.

IN SALES
IN 2019

EURO

WÜRTH

400

COMPANIES

OVER

COUNTRIES

78,500

MORE THAN
EMPLOYEES

34,000

OVER
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
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80

PORTFOLIO

It all started with the screw.
Today, the Würth Group is
the global market leader in
its core business: the sale
of assembly and fastening
materials.

The more than 140 companies in the
Würth Line are devoted to this core business. The Allied Companies represent the
second mainstay of the Würth Group:
trading and manufacturing companies in
similar fields of business. This operational
unit includes Electrical Wholesale, Electronics, Production, RECA Group, Trade,
Chemicals, Tools, Screws and Standard
Parts, and Financial Services.

COMMITMENT

Mutual trust, respect, reliability, honesty,
and straightforwardness, both inside and
outside the company, are the fundamental principles deeply entrenched in the
Würth Group. This does not just entail
complying with rules and laws but also
applies to the inner attitude of the employees. Important topics within our corporate culture include visionary thinking,
and both demanding and encouraging
achievements.

Assuming social responsi
bility is an important aspect
of the Würth Group’s self-
concept, which is reflected in
many areas.

Würth invests in art, employs people
with disabilities in one of its hotels, sponsors athletes—in a nutshell: Würth is
committed. This holistic approach extends far beyond customer orientation.
The Group is active in a wide array of
different initiatives, supporting chari
table organizations and promoting
numerous projects in the fields of art
and culture, research and science, and
education.

ANNIVERSARIES

CORPORATE CULTURE

The Würth Group started
out as a family-owned
business. The success of the
company is underpinned
by common values that shape
the way we work day in and
day out.

Würth will be celebrating
a double anniversary this
year.

Even as a youngster, Reinhold Würth accompanied his father on customer visits.
When his father died suddenly in 1954, the
19-year-old took over the family screw business. On 1 October 2019, Prof. Dr. h. c. mult.
Reinhold Würth, Chairman of the Supervisory Board of the Würth Group’s Family
Trusts, completed his 70th year of service
to the company and on 20 April 2020, he
turned 85 years old. The Würth Group can
look back on 75 years of success.
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LADIES AND
G ENTLEMEN,
DEAR
READERS,

f you are holding this issue of Kaleidoscope
in your hands, then the first quarter of
2020 is already behind us, and we were right on
track. What we were not expecting, or maybe
what we hoped would not happen, was the coronavirus. With the fight against the coronavirus,
we find ourselves in one of the biggest crises this
world has faced since the end of World War II.
We will only be able to overcome this crisis if we
act as a community and if everyone plays their
part in order to prevent the virus from spreading.
For me, that is a consoling thought: The fact that
maintaining our distance from one another will ultimately bring us closer together. For us as a company, everyone’s health is our top priority. We
will do everything in our power to protect our employees, our customers and in so doing our families.
Our Group’s mission is to secure jobs for the time
after the coronavirus. As Chairman of the Supervisory Board of the Würth Group‘s Family Trusts,
I am responsible for our more than 78,500 employees, and their well-being is my foremost duty.
This issue of Kaleidoscope is devoted to the
common theme of “light”. Our most reliable
source of light is the sun. We have been able to
count on it for millions of years, and this will con6

PROF. DR. H. C. MULT.
REINHOLD WÜRTH
CHAIRMAN OF THE
SUPERVISORY BOARD
OF THE WÜRTH GROUP’S
FAMILY TRUSTS

tinue to be the case for millions of years to come.
Nevertheless, we have already made short work
of tapping the “reserves” of coal, oil and gas created by the sun—and these sources of energy are
certainly finite. Each liter of burnt diesel fuel,
each ton of burnt coal, each cubic meter of burnt
gas will never come back. If we follow this train
of thought, promoting renewable energies on a
large-scale basis will be imperative, although the
subject of renewable energies here in Germany
is addressed in a rather amateurish manner.
As disaster struck in Chernobyl and at the
nuclear power plant in Japan, the government decided to shut down all nuclear power plants in
Germany and replace this lacking power source
with wind energy. In doing so, no consideration
was given to the fact that wind is of course easier
to obtain in the north than in the south of the Republic and that extra-high-voltage transmission
lines from Northern Germany to Southern Germa-

“OUR MOST RELIABLE
SOURCE OF LIGHT
IS THE SUN.”
ny were missing entirely. Citizens as a whole
have an aversion to any type of technology that
might lead to these high-voltage transmission
lines actually being expanded. The electricity
generated in Northern Germany often needs to
be exported abroad at cutthroat prices. This results in a paradoxical situation because we in
Germany have the highest electricity prices in all
of Europe, which is not expected to change in the
foreseeable future. In the end, a ludicrous situation will likely arise in which we will be forced to
import nuclear energy from France or Scandinavia in order to cover our electricity needs. This is
of course absolutely absurd in terms of environmental concerns: The environment does not care
whether nuclear waste is produced in Germany
or in France.
Crazily enough, nuclear energy is actually
the most environmentally friendly, as it does not
release any pollutants into the atmosphere.
France and the Scandinavian countries are giving
serious thought to constructing new nuclear power plants. How absurd!! In fact, we need to make
a great deal of effort to keep from being left behind on an international scale: With the Berlin Airport, which has been under construction for 14
years now, we are making a fool of ourselves the
whole world over. China built a new airfield in
Beijing, which is five times bigger than BER, in two
and a half years and while the current corona epidemic swept the nation, they erected a fully functional hospital for 1,200 people in an unbelievable nine days. What are we doing?

During these unusual and challenging times, I
would like to express my heartfelt thanks to each
and every employee, customer, supplier, business partner, and contact within the government
authorities, who all continue to carry out their
work under more difficult conditions. Together,
we will navigate society, businesses, and the
Würth Group through this crisis safe and sound.
Many ideas are lying dormant in the heads of
our colleagues and will reach fruition in the
months to come so that we can surprise the market with several new innovations. Let us remain
brave and optimistic!
I wish you, dear readers, the very best for
the coming weeks and months, and I sincerely
hope that our business relationship will continue
in a pleasant atmosphere, with a spirit of collegiality and based on mutual trust and respect.
Yours truly,

Reinhold Würth
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THE
SHINING
MOVEMENT
Light means not only seeing,
but also perceiving. For Würth,
this also means: recognizing
opportunities. A cover story
closely linked to energy, innovation and movement. Just as
light changes throughout the
course of the day, technology
is constantly evolving.
PHOTOS BY RAFAEL KROETZ
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THE BRIGHTNESS
OF COLOR BY WÜRTH

ROBERT FRIEDMANN
CHAIRMAN OF THE CENTRAL
MANAGING BOARD OF THE
WÜRTH GROUP
Without light, there is no life. Of course,
that also applies to Würth. Strictly
speaking, although a company cannot
shine by itself, it can do so all the more
in a figurative sense—through its
actions. That resonates wonderfully
with our aspiration of serving as a
beacon in the economic landscape
and in society.
Quite a harmonious picture in my
opinion: Companies can shine when
they take their responsibility seriously.
In our case, this has held true for the
past century.
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Long-exposure
photography makes
flowing light effects look
like streaming banners.

n a good winter day in
Turku, the illusion of enjoying the light of day
prevails for at least five hours. But it is an elusive and dim light that shines over Finland during this time of year. Nevertheless, the inhabitants of Turku have managed to maintain their
optimism. Even more: They had an enlightening
idea. Literally. Turku was named the European
Capital of Culture, with the campaign “876
Shades of Darkness” at the heart of the program. Everything available as an artificial
source of light in the city center was switched
on in the afternoon to celebrate the culture of
darkness. An urban shadow play that outlasted
the year as the capital of culture and which
was in fact a festival in honor of the light that
missed so greatly by all. Still today, almost a
decade later, libraries, department stores and
apartments are illuminated brightly during the
dark months, thus keeping the hope alive that
day will truly break again soon in Turku.
Light is the most important source of energy in all of our lives. Not only because there
would be no color without light—light is quite
simply where everything begins. This also holds
true in economic terms: The invention of the
electric lamp in the 19th century sparked the Industrial Revolution. An innovation without
which our society would no longer be fathomable. At the turn of the century, digital light technology took over in all aspects of our lives.
In a figurative sense, light also made it
possible for the idea of Würth to be successful
across the globe. After all, light represents energy, speed, and even power. All positive and
forward-looking values, as befits Würth and
belonging to our Würth identity. Innovative
power in particular, which allows ideas to see
the light of day—not just proverbially speaking.
The constant development of our product
range, even beyond our fastening materials,
has been one of the company’s principle success factors.
In the Electrical Wholesale unit of the
Würth Group, light is an important foundation
11

for business, from Baden-Württemberg to Lithuania and even Hong Kong. Enlightenment is a
magic word in modern society as well, not necessarily meant in the religious sense. To put it a
little more uncouthly: People like to keep things
colorful. The world would no longer survive
without switches, radiators, lamps, light technology. All types of light sources allow us to
see when the sun is not currently shining. The
sun’s light takes eight minutes to reach the
earth, racing through space at a speed of over
300,000 kilometers per second.
The light experts at the Würth Group
company Gaudrė in the Lithuanian city of Vilnius
know the importance of proper lighting: “Humanity has lived for millions of years according
to the rhythm of natural light. That is why the biological clock inside us requires the same cycle,
even if we extend our active day. The work environment at the office should be more intense
in the afternoon with a cold color temperature,
while it should be warm at home with a pleasant lighting intensity. In general, we need light
but not necessarily a lamp as an object. Even
simple, but well-designed solutions improve our
activities and promote our well-being.”
The invention of efficient blue light-emitting diodes, LED for short, represented a quantum leap, making it possible to create bright
and energy-efficient sources or light. Japanese
engineer Shuji Nakamura and his colleagues
received the Nobel Prize in Physics for this invention in the mid 1990s, replacing the former
energy-wasting light bulbs. Now we are squarely at the core of the issue with forward-looking
ideas, in laboratories, lecture halls, factories,
and meeting rooms. The topic of light at the
workplace was neglected for a long time. Now
it is one of the most important subjects at the office, intensified by the omnipresent debate on
screen time. Light is closely associated with
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ELECTRICAL WHOLESALE UNIT
The Würth Group is split up
into two operational units:
Würth Line and Allied Companies. The Würth Line companies are responsible for the
Group’s conventional core
business, the sale of assembly
and fastening materials.
As trading and manufacturing
companies, the Allied Companies operate in similar fields
of business, thus rounding off
the Würth Group’s portfolio.
They are divided into nine
strategic business units, one of
which is the Electrical Wholesale unit.
The Lithuanian lighting specialist Gaudrė in Vilnius, one of
Würth’s Allied Companies
since the beginning of 2018,
belongs to this dynamic area,
along with Lichtzentrale Lichtgroßhandel GmbH in Ansbach,
Deko-Light Elektronik Vertriebs

GmbH in Karlsbad, and D
 eko-
Light Ltd. in Hongkong.
The companies grouped under
the Electrical Wholesale unit
sell products and systems from
the fields of electrical installation, industrial automation, cables and wires, tools, data and
network technology, lighting
and illumination, as well as
household appliances, multimedia products, electrical domestic heating technology, and regenerative power generation.
The Electrical Wholesale unit is
the business unit with the highest sales volume out of all the
Allied Companies, generating
13.4 percent of the Würth
Group’s total sales. Further strategic business units include
Electronics, Production, RECA
Group, Trade, Chemicals, Tools,
Screws and Standard Parts,
Financial Services, and others.

concentration and productivity, directly affecting our well-being and emotions. Light planning
and lighting design have become master’s programs, and not without reason.
Jochen Bieringer, head of the Würth
Group sales branch for Lichtzentrale Lichtgroßhandel GmbH in Ansbach, works with
bright moments on a professional basis. The
specialized company offers a product range
with 550,000 items, selling around one million
lights per year, primarily to craft and industry
customers. The best sellers are related to lighting at the workplace.
Bieringer, who often works directly with
the customers, explains the next big trend after
LEDs, which has already been addressed by
the Gaudrė colleagues in Lithuania. Once

Where there is light,
there must be shadow.
It directly affects our
well-being and emotions.

again there are three letters at play, which appear to have a magical significance: HCL. This
stands for Human Centric Lighting, a type of artificial lighting oriented on the natural course of
daylight. This is achieved by means of a targeted lighting control system. In this context, the
layman can learn that white is not just a single
hue in the world of lights. Indeed, there are
many different shades of the basic color, from
warm to very cold white. The right mix can
therefore produce the desired biologically effective lighting.
Lichtzentrale solves complicated light-
related problems, even on a large scale—be it
for the equipment at Würth’s enormous central
warehouse in Kupferzell, the State Insurance
Institute in Munich, the headquarters of major
corporations such as AEB in Stuttgart, exhibition centers in Frankfurt, or the Humboldt
Schloss palace in Berlin. Jochen Bieringer has
noticed a distinctly different mindset with regard to light when it comes to planning work
environments or open spaces in particular: “I
have been working in this field for 25 years
now, but it never gets boring. We are faced
with technical advancements virtually on a daily basis. Light holds a fascination for us that we
can no longer let go.”
And it is not just the specialists who echo
this sentiment. There are places in the world
where one can hardly wait for night to come
because they light up so magnificently. This certainly holds true for Turku, but night in the megacities of Asia is even more impressive. In
Shanghai, the overpasses are illuminated in
blue from below. Whoever regards them from
the observation deck of a skyscraper can recognize in them the veins of mobility flowing
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INTERVIEW WITH
VLADISLAVAS MICKEVIČIUS
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF GAUDRĖ

What does it mean
for Gaudrė to belong
to the Würth Group?
For us, it meant being accepted into a big family of
diverse companies with a
broad international standing
and a flawless organizational
structure. Our company has
possessed a high degree of
expertise in the field of lighting since it was founded in
1991, and we have continued to expand on that
knowledge ever since. Being
part of the Würth Group offers us entirely new opportunities for our business operations as a lighting project
designer. At the same time,
we can now develop our
business model on an international scale.
Did the acquisition
change Gaudrė’s
p roduct portfolio?
Yes, but this has only had a
positive impact. For example, as a member of an international group, we can
now take advantage of
c ontracts with international
suppliers to enhance our
portfolio for our customers.
What are the main
p riorities and unique
selling points of
Gaudrė?
We are experts for lighting
and lighting control systems
and therefore we know how
great of an influence lighting
can have on all areas of our
lives: in the professional arena, outdoors, and also in the
private sphere. Our activities
focus first and foremost on
the needs of our customers
and projects. In doing so, we
concentrate on finding and
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conceiving the best lighting
solution based on design, efficiency and comfort. The final stage is then the sale and
delivery of the appropriate
lighting equipment.
Who ranks among
your customers?
Our customers include architects and designers, but also
building contractors with
whom we collaborate for
electrical project planning,
light management and emergency lighting solutions. Furthermore, there are project
developers, investors, general contractors—there are
many different potential customers for us.
Where do your customers come from?
Before joining the Würth
Group, Gaudrė’s activities
were confined to the Lithuanian market. Now, we have
the opportunity to inter
nationalize our business.
A challenge we are happy
to tackle.
Are the demands for
lighting concepts
d ifferent today than
they were in the past?
The lighting industry has
made the technological
transition from conventional
sources of light, such as light
bulbs or fluorescent lamps,
to digital LED lights. Lighting
systems have become a key
component of construction
and interior design projects.
Saving energy is an important keyword here. In addition to efficiency, durability
and quality have also
become major issues with
regard to lighting.

Light is much more than
just lighting—it is
considered the crowning
jewel of architecture.

through the city’s body. The facades emblazoning the cityscapes of Singapore, Hong Kong,
Tokyo, and Seoul are even more gaudy. Fully
charged urbanism, manifested in mesmerizing
neon lettering. A beacon of consumerism, the
artificial retina of a boomtown, flamboyant
makeup for a never-ending skyline: Every observer discovers their own interpretation of the
urban light show. Occasionally, psychedelic
chain reactions in rainbow colors rub off on the
mind. Reflection, this also requires the appropriate lighting. From a technical standpoint, it
would be no problem at all to switch off the
dusk and dawn forever by turning up the lights.
But that would be dangerous. As the artists in
Turku realized, light and dark may be opposites, but they also influence one another.
In the agitated tempest of lasers, neon
lights and LEDs, there would be no room to
think after an extended period devoid of darkness. That is why we need to dim the lights
every now and then.
However, switching the lights back on is
just as essential as switching them off and shutting
everything down. The next glimmer of hope.
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NUMBERS AT A GLANCE

ENLIGHTENING
FACTS
Life would not exist without light. The modern
world could no longer survive without switches,
radiators, lamps, light technology—only light
can make humankind see.

QUINTILLION stars exist in the
universe. Researchers at Australian
National University calculated this
based on a cosmic random sampling
in the year 2003. However, only about
5,000 dots of light can be seen in the
night sky with the naked eye.
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In the year

Theoretically, an LED lamp can burn for up to

doctor and chemist Joseph Wilson Swan
developed the first working light bulb. It
was Thomas Alva Edison, an inventor and
businessman, who made the light bulb
commercially viable, obtaining a basic
patent for the “electric lamp” in 1880.

HOURS. As such, it is the lamp with the
longest service life. However, many
manufacturers indicate a nominal service
life of 15,000 hours on their packages.

TRILLION KILOMETERS
is the distance that light travels in a vacuum
in the course of one year: a light year. Light
travels at a speed of 300,000 kilometers
per second.

KELVIN is the international standard for
daylight. It is the color temperature of a
sunny day under a clear sky in the morning
or afternoon. Cold moonlight has a color
temperature of 4,120 kelvin. By comparison:
An LED lamp with around 2,800 kelvin
generates a warm, white light.

The bright Milky Way galaxy spans roughly

LIGHT YEARS. However, the majority of
the matter in the Milky Way is invisible. It is
composed of dark matter, which does not
emit any type of detectable radiation.

LUX are ideal for balancing “dark” moods. The
Lithuanian lighting specialist Gaudrė, an Allied
Company of the Würth Group, recommends spending two hours per day in the glow of such a light
source to brighten up the disposition. Bedroom and
office lights usually give off around 500 lux.
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THE LORD
OF THE RAMPS
WITH THE ELEPHANT SCREW

18

They call him the “Lord of the Ramps”: Andreas Schützenberger
builds skateparks and skating facilities all around the world. His
designs are held securely together by screws developed especially
for him by Reisser-Schraubentechnik.
19

Builds skateparks:
Andreas
Schützenberger

70,000
galvanized steel screws, called
elephant screws, hold the skate
park together at the Munich Mash
festival in Olympic Park Munich.
They were developed by ReisserSchraubentechnik especially for
IOU Ramps.

20

T

he “ollie”, a jump into the air with
skateboard seemingly stuck to
the feet of the rider, is the first
trick learned by most skaters. Andreas Schützenberger, 49, remembers his own beginnings: “I
started a carpentry apprenticeship when I was
17, and at the same time I discovered the art of
skateboarding. I started off with a cheap board
from the store that I ordered over the phone,” he
says in an unmistakable Lower Bavarian accent.
He and his friends used to meet almost every
day at the train station in Passau to practice ollies. Soon, they set out in search of bigger challenges. For example, they built skatepark elements such as ramps and obstacles out of old
wooden pallets. “I realized that is exactly what I
wanted to do,” says Schützenberger. That is
what kicked off his career.
Today, Andreas Schützenberger is considered one of the best skatepark builders in the
business, and is sought after across the globe.
Over the last 22 years, he has built roughly
7,600 ramps with his company IOU Ramps in
more than 30 different countries. Originally,
IOU, an acronym for “Innovative – Original –
Unique”, was also its own clothing label. He has
since abandoned the label, but decided to keep
the name. Schützenberger: “IOU applies to
everything I do.”
The hub of IOU Ramps is an assembly
facility located in Passau. There, Andreas

Schützenberger designs stationary and mobile
parks together with five to seven freelance collaborators.

Crowd-puller
Munich Mash in
Munich, 2019
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ADVANTAGES
OF THE ELEPHANT
SCREW
 illing ribs used to sink the screws
M
in evenly—this ensures that the
underground is free of obstacles for
the skaters
The sunken steel screws are able
to withstand outdoor weather conditions
The high pull-out force of the screws
fixes the overlay reliably in place
on the substructure and provides for
stability

Red Bull Roller
Coaster at Olympic
Park in Munich

Special elephant
screws developed
by Reisser

22

Current major projects include, for example,
working for the action sport event “Munich
Mash” at the Olympic Park in Munich, for Airparc Zillertal in Austria, for an industrial building temporarily repurposed as a skatepark
(“Barcelona House of Vans”), and for the
“Scooter Hut Arena” in the Norwegian city of
Stavanger. Apart from that, Schützenberger is
involved in volunteer work: He has been supporting a project in Kabul, Afghanistan, for the
last eleven years, creating mobile skateparks
there for and with children. Similar projects are
planned in Cambodia and Yemen, among other
locations.
The individual elements in a skatepark
can be built from completely different materials:
concrete or granite, marble, steel, and wood.
“The material is a means to an end,” says
Schützenberger. “Concrete is suited for organic
shapes, for example. For mini ramps, we mostly
use larch wood since it maintains its form and is
weather resistant.” The individual parts are
milled out using a CNC milling machine. On
top of the skating surfaces, an eight- to ten-millimeter-thick overlay is applied, developed exclusively by IOU Ramps for flexibility and noise
protection. Schützenberger has high standards
when it comes to the craftsmanship and aesthetics of his parks, emphasizing safety and design
in particular.

Setting up the Red
Bull Roller Coaster in
Munich

four and a half tons.” Ever since this test, a pachyderm graces the company logo: “Skater made—
elephant proof”.
Schützenberger found the right partner with Reisser.
“I know why I opted for the ‘made in Germany’
brand quality: The workmanship and performance of the screws are fantastic.” The sheer
quantities make it clear how important the screws
are for Schützenberger’s projects: Around
15,000 elephant screws were used for the park
at the industrial building in Barcelona, with
Fastening technology is pivotal in order for the roughly 25,000 at Airparc Zillertal, and a whophalfpipes and other elements to hold together ping 70,000 for “Munich Mash”.
“We are delighted that our products are
faithfully and to withstand various temperatures.
“For us, the right screws are essential,” says being used for such unique projects, like those
Schützenberger. That is why IOU Ramps has carried out by Andreas Schützenberger,” says
been working together with Reisser-Michael Dartsch, Managing Director of Reisser.
Schraubentechnik for the last year, a leading “Our development department and IOU Ramps
manufacturer of stainless-steel screws from Ingel- have collaborated closely on this endeavor. Usfingen-Criesbach in Hohenlohe and part of the ing the Reisser Dribo screw as a basis, it was possible to unify all of the product features in the
Würth Group since 1994.
Reisser even developed a stainless-steel
screw adapted specifically to the requirements
of the skatepark builder: the “Elephant Screw”.
Where does the name come from? “In 2006, I
let two circus elephants trample across the ramp
in the Passau-Kohlbruck skatepark,” explains
Schützenberger. “The ramp easily endured the

THE RIGHT SCREWS
ARE ESSENTIAL
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Downhill track
for Red Bull roller
coaster
Skatepark
element at Munich
Mash festival

elephant screw, guaranteeing maximum safety
for the skaters. And furthermore, it makes it possible for the customer to create their own branding.”
Next year, skateboarding will be included as a
discipline in the Summer Olympic Games in Tokyo for the first time along with sport climbing
and surfing. The “eternal sport trend” should
help to liven up the somewhat dusty image of the
Olympic Games. Although the commercialization of skateboarding is not seen as something
positive by everyone in the scene, Andreas
Schützenberger takes a pragmatic stance: “Live
and let live,” is his comment.
So, what remains from the original skater
self-image? Urban lifestyle, subculture, expression of rebellion, independence? For Andreas
Schützenberger, skating today means the same
as it did 30 years ago: “Infinite freedom, pure
creativity. It is possible to practice it everywhere
in the world.” He adds: “If I ever grow tired of
skateboarding in the future, then I’ll stop building
ramps.” He cannot help but laugh at the idea:
“That won’t be happening anytime soon.” The
words are hardly out of his mouth as he grabs his
board and heads outside – to his own private little
skatepark.
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REISSERSCHRAUBENTECHNIK
Founded: 1921; headquarters: Ingelfingen-
Criesbach in Germany, represented
internationally in Hungary, Romania,
France, Spain, and Poland; 340 employees worldwide; sales volume 2019:
EUR 66 million; part of the Würth
Group since 1994; but the relationship
with Würth has existed for much longer:
Adolf Würth, the father of Prof. Dr. h. c.
mult. Reinhold Würth, completed an
apprenticeship starting in 1922 in the
hardware store of the brothers Gotthilf,
August and Hermann Reisser.
www.reisser-screws.com

Setting up the
skatepark in Airparc
Zillertal

A TURNING MOMENT

BRIDGE BUILDING
Building bridges—from one side of a
river to another or symbolically between
people or cultures—is a daunting
task, which can certainly be
fraught with peril.

S

ILLUSTRATION BY JENNIFER DIONISIO

killful bridge builders not only
traverse challenging passages,
in the process they also frequently solve seemingly unbridgeable problems
that cause people a great deal of grief. One
need only think about the many talented dentists
whose work has connected teeth that had been
hopelessly separated from one another although
they were just a few centimeters away from each
other. As you can see: Bridges do not have to be
huge to do some good.
But all that aside, it is usually the large
bridges that fill us with untold fascination because crossing them consummates a symbolic
act for us, allowing us to partake in connecting
different cultures. Anyone who has strolled
across the mighty Galata Bridge in Istanbul
knows this feeling. It feels as if one were in a city
district all its own, which in turn binds together
entirely different districts within the sprawling
city. Especially in Istanbul, it becomes clear that
building a bridge from one area to another represents much more than a mere technical endeavor, precisely because it connects people to
one another.
This requires tact in addition to expertise.
Unfortunately, this is something I evidently lack.
In my capacity as head of the household, I am
by no means considered a Pontifex Maximus,
but rather more of a rusty cement mixer without
any authoritarian power. I always fail miserably
whenever it comes to building bridges between
my children, or at least bridges from their rooms
to the kitchen. I go to great lengths to act as an

intermediary and patiently allow both sides to
present their case.
Recently, the batteries in my daughter’s
Bluetooth speaker mysteriously went missing.
Our son had taken them to power his drone. He
justified his actions with the fact that his drone is
more important than her speaker. This of course
is a matter of opinion. At any rate, I ordered him
to give the batteries back. He could borrow
them whenever our daughter was not listening to
music. So around four at night.
I thought this was quite fair and rejoiced in
the marvelous bridging effect of my pedagogical
intervention. Then I drank a cup of coffee, read
the newspaper and decided to start working. But
my mouse did not work. I was glad to postpone
the work, and I sat down in the living room to watch TV. The remote
did not work. Our clock radio was
not working either. The same was JAN WEILER,
true for the clock in the kitchen, the born in Düsseldorf in 1967, he
scale, the garage door opener, was the editor-in-chief of the
and my dictation machine. Not German magazine “Süddeutsche
even the lint remover I use to re- Zeitung Magazin” for many years.
move the little bits of fuzz from my He has been working as a
sweaters was working. As a matter freelance writer since 2005. He
of fact, nothing was working, ex- primarily writes novels, columns,
radio dramas, and screenplays,
cept my daughter’s speaker and
and even makes an appearance
my son’s drone. This is not the out- as the narrator in his CDs as well
come I had envisioned. In order to as a commentator at tours across
bridge this conflict, we would need all of Germany. His new novel
a brilliant bridge builder. We need “Kühn hat Hunger” (Kühn Is Hungry)
the architects of the Galata Bridge. was published by Piper at the
beginning of October 2019.
Or a good dentist.
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WÜRTH
SENDS
REINFORCEMENTS
Würth’s RELAST® system, which is approved by building autho
rities, is used to reinforce the shear strength and punching
shear of existing bridges, tunnels, underpasses, parking garages, and buildings. The innovative restoration system has one undeniable advantage
over traditional methods: The structures
can be reinforced while they are still
in service—road closures and
shutdowns are not necessary. That saves both
time and money.
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D

uring the 1970s, the volume
of traffic in Germany was
roughly 60 percent less than
it is today. In addition to the steadily growing levels of congestion on the roads, the requirements
due to increased heavy cargo transport have become more rigorous. The extreme loads have left
their mark: about one in every eight bridges today is considered dilapidated. This poses a major
challenge to authorities in deciding whether to repair the structures or replace them with new ones.
The consequence of expensive and time-consuming restoration projects or new structures include
long-term construction sites, traffic jams, closures,
frustrated road users, and CO2 emissions.
REPAIRS WITHOUT FULL ROAD
CLOSURES
A new, unique system from Würth can ease the
situation on the roads: RELAST® makes it possible to reinforce existing bridges. This extends
their period of use significantly, without taking
them out of service, thus allowing traffic to continue as per usual. This not only spares the drivers their nerves but also saves money: If a busy
traffic hub needs to be closed for months or even
years on end due to construction work, this can
cost several million euro per day. Moreover,
RELAST® is environmentally friendly and sustainable, since no new resources are needed to construct replacement structures and no old steel
and concrete needs to be recycled.
The method is suited not only for bridges
but also for structures such as tunnels, parking
garages, overpasses, and other decrepit constructions made of steel or prestressed concrete
that are exposed to increased stress or a high
volume of traffic. The RELAST® principle: It increases the shear strength and punching shear
of structures, thus preventing damage. These reinforcements are carried out using a composite anchor bolt developed specially by Würth for this
method featuring a concrete-cutting thread on
one side and a standardized ISO connecting
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thread on the other. Depending on the requirements, the bolts are available in sizes ranging
from 15 centimeters to more than three meters in
length.
LESS EXPENSE, MORE STABILITY
Follow-up inspections on existing structures according to current standards reveal that they often need to be strengthened due to the increased
load situation in order to avoid damage. This is
where the RELAST® system comes into play, consisting of a special concrete bolt and a composite mortar and serving as a reinforcement system
incorporated subsequently. “The concrete bolts
are installed from below, for example, in a drill
hole filled with the special RELAST® composite
mortar,” explains Thomas Klenk, Managing Director for Product, Purchasing and Export at Adolf Würth GmbH & Co. KG, with regard to the method followed for repairing bridges.
Würth’s RELAST® system is rounded off by
a pressure-distribution bolt, a wedge-locking
spring washer, and a hexagon nut. Thomas
Klenk: “What’s great is that we can combine the
compression and tension zones in the concrete
using this bolt, which absorbs any tensile forces
that are released when cracks are formed. This
relieves stress on the structure.”
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ONE OF A KIND ON THE MARKET
In September 2019, RELAST® obtained a general construction approval. This represents a huge
advantage over other repair methods: It means
that no individual approval has to be obtained in
advance. This is generally a tedious process and
entails additional costs. RELAST® makes it possible to start the restoration process immediately
and to repair the structure economically, easily
and quickly.
The Altstadtringtunnel beltway tunnel under the Prinz Carl Palais mansion in Munich,
Germany serves as the pilot project for RELAST®,
representing one of the arterial roads in the Bavarian capital. The tunnel was facing full closure
for several years, which would have caused total
gridlock in the city center. Thanks to the benefits
of RELAST®, the tunnel only had to be partially

MORE THAN EIGHT YEARS
IN DEVELOPMENT
RELAST® was developed by Toge Dübel
GmbH & Co. KG, an Allied Company of
the Würth Group since 2014, in collaboration with Jürgen Feix, a professor at the
University of Innsbruck. TOGE manufactured the composite anchor bolts while
Prof. Feix conducted the necessary testing. The RELAST® system, approved by
building authorities in 2019, is sold
through Würth. The RELAST® composite
anchor bolt is the key element in the reinforcement system.

HOW RELAST® WORKS

The concrete bolts are
screwed into the
structure from below
while it is still in service
and are then sealed
using composite mortar.

In doing so, RELAST®
prevents damages from
occurring during the
repair process and
ensures that the bridge
remains fully functional.

kg

kg

closed. The restoration time was shortened considerably as a result, with over 7,300 composite
anchor bolts being installed. This pays off since
roughly 60,000 cars drive through the tunnel
each day.
“Not every renovation process requires so
many bolts. Each structure has its own requirements. Sometimes only 20 bolts are needed, or
it could be 11,000 for complete renovations,”
says Andreas Gerhard, Managing Director of
Toge Dübel GmbH & Co. KG. This is why Toge
Dübel, an Allied Company of the Würth Group,
produces the bolts individually for each specific
structure.
NEW PERSPECTIVES
Engineers and planning offices had never
thought of Würth before when it came to structural reinforcement. But that has changed: “RELAST®
has gotten our name out to a new customer base—
that is a major benefit,” says Thomas Klenk. The
next milestones: A specially developed dimensioning software will be released this year to
make it even easier for engineers to work with
RELAST®. Furthermore, Würth’s method will soon
be used not only to repair structures in Germany
but also across all of Europe. 
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COUNTRY PROFILE

The Lithuanian flag flag is
yellow, green and red. The
colors represent the sun, the
fertility of the country and
the blood that was spilled to
gain independence.

Nida

The Curonian Spit is
a peninsula that is also
referred to as the
“Lithuanian Sahara”
due to its 60-meter-high
dunes. In Nida, it is
possible to visit the former
vacation home of German
author Thomas Mann.

“Laba Diena!” is a traditional greeting in
Lithuania. Located next to the Baltic Sea, this
country offers breathtaking landscapes dotted
with forests, swamps and lakes. Lithuania
earned the nickname “Northern Italy of the
Baltic” due to the many baroque-style
buildings in its capital city Vilnius and because
its almost 2.8 million inhabitants are known
for being temperamental. Until 1990, Lithuania
belonged to the Soviet Union. Since 2004,
it has been part of the EU. A modern country
in the process of transformation. More
information, such as why you should not
whistle inside buildings in Lithuania, can be
found in our country profile section.
ILLUSTRATION BY MARINA SCHILLING
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Reportedly, Lithuania is the
country with the most hot-air
balloons per inhabitant. The love for
aviation can also been seen in the country’s
cuisine: “Cepelinai” are considered the
national dish: stuffed potato dumplings
in the shape of a blimp.

Kaunas
calls itself the Christmas
capital of the Baltic and
has a remarkably creative
city marketing strategy.
For example, the electricity
for the Christmas lights was
generated once using
energy from coffee
grounds donated by
cafes and bars.

Kaunas
The national sport is
basketball. Lithuania has achieved
great international success in this
sport. Arvydas Sabonis is one of the
most famous Lithuanian players, having
made it onto the NBA’s Hall of Fame.

Dzūkija National
Park is Lithuania’s largest
nature reserve. The area is
full of rivers and moors and is
home to eagles, wolves
and elk.

Whoever uses
their phone while crossing
the street in Lithuania is
subject to a fine of up to
twelve euro.

Lithuanian is one of the
oldest languages
in the world and uses
ancient Indian Sanskrit.
The Lithuanian letter “ė” does not
exist in any other language: It is an
expression of femininity.
Lithuania is known for
its many storks and has one of the
highest populations of the bird in
Europe. Even the rare black stork
nests in the Baltic country.

Würth
LITHUANIA
On
11 March 1990,
Lithuania was the first
Soviet Republic to declared
its independence
from the USSR.

Purnuškes

Whistling prohibited:
Many people in Lithuania
believe that whistling
inside a building brings
bad luck.

Vilnius

LIT
HUA
NIA

Gaudre

Elektrobalt

Perfume:
Lithuania is the
only country in
the world with an official
national perfume. “Lietuvos kvapas”
(the scent of Lithuania) is a mix of musk,
sandalwood and cedar and is intended to
smell like fire and moss.
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GAZING INTO THE
FUTURE WITH
SMARTGLASSES
Mixed-reality glasses blend together the real world and computer simulations.
Until now, they were primarily associated with video games, but two new Würth
products are now directing their potential towards the industry: They improve
remote maintenance and logistics planning.
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With the HoloWarehouse
planning tool, it is possible
to position Würth
logistics systems in the
room virtually.

A

sales representative from
Würth Italy standing in a production hall next to a customer
points towards various corners of the room. He
types in midair, reaches out into space and points
at things that are not even there. What might seem
like a peculiar scene at first glance is in truth stateof-the-art logistics planning. In fact, both the sales
representative and the customer are wearing
mixed-reality glasses. They have used them to log
into the Würth app HoloWarehouse, a planning
tool containing 3D computer models of various
Würth logistics systems that can project those
models true to scale into the real world. Of course,
only someone wearing the glasses can see them.
Such as the Würth employee in his customer’s production hall, who is currently making an ORSY®
storage rack appear out of nowhere and moving
it to the desired position in the room with a wave
of his hand. In this manner, the two are planning
the company’s new storage concept, but “live”,
directly on site instead of sitting at a desk.
“HoloWarehouse makes it significantly easier to plan logistics systems and makes the process
more comfortable,” says Dr. Nicola Piazza, Managing Director of Würth Italy. “By positioning virtual elements in a real environment, customers can
already see during the planning phase how the
logistics systems can be integrated into their production facilities later on.” Via a menu in the application, it is possible to select from a wide variety
of logistics systems and to modify their position
and size as one sees fit. Once all of the systems
have been positioned, the Würth employee uses
the app to create a 3D model of the room con-
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BETTINA WÜRTH
CHAIRWOMAN OF
THE ADVISORY BOARD
OF THE WÜRTH GROUP
Mixed reality has fascinated people for some time
in terms of fun and play. Here, computer data is
superimposed into the field of vision on a pair of
smart glasses and the wearer’s real perception is
augmented by animations, videos and images.
Hunting for cuddly comic book monsters in the city
park, a blue whale popping up in your own living
room or an order of knights riding through the
museum: The possibilities of using mixed reality to
move around and interact in a blend of reality and
an artificial world are tempting, and can stir up
strong emotions.
Würth will be using this emotional means of experiencing something in the future for a completely new
dimension of distribution channels and service applications. This will make real products conceivable
and tangible for Würth customers on the virtual
plane, even before the merchandise has actually
been unpacked and assembled on site. Defective
machines can be fixed faster because the technician on site can share his field of vision with hotline
employees and exchange information virtually. A
beautiful illusion? Far from it. This augmented form
of reality, originally invented for gamers, will offer
businesses concrete benefits in the future, and endless possibilities to communicate creatively with
their customers.
Being open to emerging customer demands is one
of our axioms: Over the last few years, we have
steadily accelerated our pace of innovation. The
Würth Group’s innovation center, which is currently
being built in Künzelsau, will also contribute to
strengthening and promoting our in-house research
and development in the long term.
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MIXED
REALITY
The term describes the blending
of the real world with objects
created artificially on the
computer. In contrast to virtual
reality, the user’s natural
environment is supplemented
but it is not located entirely on
the virtual plane.

HoloMaintenance offers
new possibilities for
remote maintenance:
Technicians do not have
to be on site for every
maintenance task.

taining the positions of the desired systems. Next,
the data is sent in a file to Würth Headquarters as
an order.

THE HOTLINE TECHNICIAN CAN SEE
THROUGH THE CUSTOMER’S EYES.

The hotline technician can
insert images, diagrams
and markings into the
field of vision on the
customer’s smartglasses.

Würth collaborated with Hevolus to develop
HoloWarehouse, an Italian start-up that also
wrote the basic software for Microsoft’s new industry smartglasses HoloLens 2.
Another joint project being worked on by
Würth and Hevolus is HoloMaintenance, a
mixed-reality platform for remote maintenance.
“HoloMaintenance will allow machine manufacturers to offer more efficient maintenance servic-

es,” says Dr. Nicola Piazza. “As a result, it will no
longer be necessary for a technician to be sent to
the customer’s location for each maintenance
task, for instance. The potential is great, especially for manufacturers with lots of customers
abroad.” In practice, maintenance with HoloMaintenance is performed as follows: If the end
customer notices a problem with a machine that
they cannot resolve on their own, they can get online with their smartglasses via WiFi or Bluetooth.
A camera and a microphone, both integrated into
the glasses, transmit the video call to the respective service hotline. “Through the video stream, the
hotline technician can see the same thing as the
end customer. Via HoloMaintenance, the technician can insert images and diagrams as well as
useful markings into the field of vision on the customer’s glasses, thus helping them perform the repairs,” explains Dr. Nicola Piazza. This means the
technical problems no longer need to be explained awkwardly over the phone and instead
they can be resolved directly on the machine,
markedly shortening repair times. Another advantage: In contrast to other remote maintenance concepts for which the user has to fumble around with
a smartphone or tablet, the wearer of the smartglasses has both hands free.
With HoloWarehouse and HoloMaintenance, Würth has created two innovative platforms for the industry—at the same time demonstrating that the potential of mixed reality extends
far beyond depicting spectacular video games. In
Italy, HoloMaintenance is already being used by
two companies: at Diesse Arredamenti from Forlì,
an interior designer for luxury yachts, and at
ICAM, a manufacturer for cutting-edge high-bay
warehouses from Bari. At both companies, the virtual extension of the natural world brings tangible
benefits.
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OPEN-AIR STAGE
FOR ART

Anselm Kiefer, Stephan Balkenhol, Marina Abramovic, Erwin Wurm:
The “Walk of Modern Art” in Salzburg, on permanent loan from
the Würth Collection in the city of Mozart, brings together sculptures
by renowned artists. An artistic stroll.
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SPHAERA
A male figure
standing atop a
golden sphere,
created by German
sculptor Stephan
Balkenhol, is one
of the most-photographed motifs in
Salzburg, 2007.

W

hen one thinks of
Salzburg, one usually thinks of Mozart
balls and open-air festivals, the Getreidegasse
shopping street or Hellbrunn Palace. But there is
another attraction waiting to be discovered in
the city center: the “Walk of Modern Art”, a circuit of sculptures with 14 works by acclaimed
contemporary artists. “The Language of the
Birds” by Anselm Kiefer, a four-meter-high pair
of wings, has been drawing attention since April
2019 in the courtyard of Salzburg’s state parliament. The massive bronze figure is the latest addition to the “Walk of Modern Art”. Both Kiefer
and Prof. Dr. h. c. mult. Reinhold Würth, Chairman of the Supervisory Board of the Würth
Group’s Family Trusts, attended its unveiling. This
is for good reason: In 2013, the Würth Collection took over the “Walk of Modern Art”, offering the circuit of sculptures to the City of Salzburg on permanent loan ever since.
Reinhold Würth has always had a soft
spot for Austria and its artists. The Würth Collection contains a total of more than 18,000 works
of art, including what is arguably the largest col-

“I REGARD THE AREAS
OF SALZBURG, NAPLES AND
CONSTANTINOPLE AS THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL ON EARTH.”
Alexander von Humboldt
lection of Austrian art from the 20th and 21st
century outside of the Alpine country. The entrepreneur was granted Austrian citizenship in
2009, in addition to his German nationality. He
has a permanent residence in Salzburg, where
he attends the Salzburg Festival on a regular basis. His personal attachment to Austria is based
on childhood experiences: “The very first time I
traveled abroad, as far as I can remember, was
a trip to Vienna with my parents in 1941. The
splendor of Schönbrunn Palace left quite an impression on me as a small boy. I frequently traveled to Austria later on in life, on business and
of course for the culture,” says Professor Würth.
Salzburg, the city of Mozart, is a very special place for many art-lovers and music enthusiasts all around the world, including Reinhold
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SPIRIT
OF MOZART
An ensemble of
stainless-steel
chairs by Serbian
performance artist
Marina Abramovic,
2004.

Würth, his wife Carmen and the entire Würth
family. The “Walk of Modern Art” serves as a
unique “open-air stage” for the Würth Collection. Making art and culture accessible to the
public is a matter of great importance for the art
patron.
The circuit of sculptures is the fruit of the
ten-year “Salzburg Art Project”, an initiative of
the Salzburg Foundation in cooperation with the
Foundation for Art and Culture in Bonn. From
2002 to 2011, artists were successively invited
to create their own individual artistic contribution to the project. In 2017, the “berliner block”
was added in Mirabell Gardens by Georg
Trieb, a German-Austrian artist living in Salzburg.
The 14 pieces in the “Walk of Modern
Art” are spread out across the entire city center,
and they are just as diverse as their makers.
Some examples: Serbian artist Marina Abramovic,
who became famous due to her spectacular performances, created an interactive sculpture
named “Spirit of Mozart” out of an ensemble of
stainless-steel chairs next to the Staatsbrücke
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“I HOPE THAT IT WILL NOT BE
NECESSARY FOR ME TO SAY THAT
I CARE VERY LITTLE FOR
SALZBURG AND NOT AT ALL
FOR THE ARCHBISHOP.
I SHIT ON BOTH OF THEM.”
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
bridge. A 15-meter-high chair is surrounded by
eight other seats, which can be used by observers.
They invite guests to linger and pause for a moment in the bustling city.
“Sphaera”, a sculpture by German sculptor Stephan Balkenhol on Kapitelplatz square,
depicts a life-size male figure standing casually
atop a two-ton golden sphere with a diameter
of five meters. Measuring a total of nine meters
in height including its pedestal and with its golden shine, the work can hardly be overseen. The
1.4-meter-tall female counterpart in Toscanini-

CONNECTION
An eleven-meter
long sculpture by
Austrian sculptor
Manfred Wakolbinger, whose curved
form alludes to
the river running
next to it, 2011.

AWILDA
A massive head
made of Spanish
marble by Catalan
artist Jaume Plensa,
2010.

hof courtyard bears the name “Woman in the
Rock”. “Sphaera” has since turned into a landmark for Salzburg and is one of the most-photographed Salzburg motifs on Instagram & Co.
Initially, Erwin Wurm’s five green, human-sized “Gherkins” in Furtwängler Park were
not met with much affection by the citizens of
Salzburg. In his work, the Austrian artist elevates
an everyday object into a work of art. Incidentally, he also likes to portray himself as a pickle.
“What fascinates me the most about it is its simple form,” said the artist, known for his subtle
sense of humor, in an interview.
Austrian artist Manfred Wakolbinger placed
his eleven-meter-long sculpture “Connection” on a
square next to Rudolfskai quay between the old
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THE LANGUAGE
OF THE BIRDS
Bronze eagle
wings soar over a
pile of books:
The latest work in
the Walk of
Modern Art by
Anselm Kiefer,
2019.

city wall and the Salzach River, previously a barren site flanked by a busy road. Catalan artist
Jaume Plensa chose for “Awilda”, an enormous
marble head, the location Dietrichsruh, an enormous inner courtyard at the Salzburg Residence
Palace—a meeting point for students from around
the world.
The City of Salzburg greatly appreciates
the permanent loan from the Würth Collection.
“The Walk of Modern Art is a unique attraction
for all visitors to the city. The 14 works of art are
on the world stage, on the public stage, accessible to everyone, and provide new approaches to
contemporary art in an almost playful manner,”
says a delighted Herbert Brugger, Managing
Director of Salzburg Tourismus GmbH, about the
circuit of sculptures which has evolved into a tourist attraction.
Reinhold Würth was awarded the Ring of
the Town of Salzburg in 2015 and the Decoration
of the Land Salzburg in 2019 for his commitment:
A symbol of gratitude to the patron of arts, who
considers Salzburg to be his second home.
Information on the locations of the sculptures
in the Walk of Modern Art can be found here:
www.kaleidoscope-wuerth.com/salzburg
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AUSTRIAN ART IN THE
WÜRTH COLLECTION
Aside from the “Walk of Modern Art”, there is
more art from the Würth Collection to be seen
in public spaces. In 2015, the Würth Sculpture
Garden was opened at Arenberg Palace
in Salzburg. The works of art in the palace
gardens are open to the public and can be
viewed daily from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
The Würth Collection cooperates regularly with
Austrian museums and maintains close contact
with Austrian artists. The exhibition “Siegfried
Anzinger: A Look Backwards and Forwards”
was on display at Museum Würth in Künzelsau
in 2019.
In addition, Würth has been supporting the
Salzburg Festival for decades as well as
numerous individual projects in the fields of
music, drama, and visual arts.

GHERKINS
A row of five
pickles by Austrian
artist Erwin Wurm,
2011.
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INTERVIEW

FIVE
ANSWERS
TO
Sebastian Koch, 57, is among the most well-known German actors,
demonstrating his artistic prowess in films such as “Never Look
Away”, “The Danish Girl” or in the hit series “Homeland”. Most recently, he was a guest at Würth in Künzelsau for the series of events
“Treffpunkt Forum”. We barraged him with questions and wanted to
know how he would complete the following sentences...

For me personally,
the most important
among my
numerous international awards is

the Oscar for “THE
LIVES OF OTHERS”.
Receiving such
an award for a film
that is so close to
my heart is absolutely
wonderful.

I know that
I am from
Swabia when

it smells like homemade
spaetzle with sauce
and I forget everything
else around me…

My two
children
have taught
me that
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I can learn
a great deal
from them.

exploring the
inner attitude of
the character.
This can sometimes
be an arduous
process, but it
should also be fun.
For me, the
most important thing
when preparing
for a role is

At the moment,
I am most worried
about

the stoic ignorance
with which people
head towards disaster.
This applies both to
the shift to the right in
the Western world and
how we treat nature.

SEBASTIAN KOCH
Born in 1962 in Karlsruhe.
Spent his childhood and
adolescence in Stuttgart.
Multiple awards for film,
TV, theater, audio books,
CDs. Speaks several languages, plays guitar and
trumpet. Lives in Berlin.

RECIPE

KASPRESSKNÖDEL
Kaspressknödel, a specialty from Western Austria, are flattened dumplings served as a
soup add-in or fried and plated up with sauerkraut, for example. Depending on the
region, a different variety of local cheese is used. The recipe is available at: 
www.kaleidocope-wuerth.com/kaspressknoedel
PHOTO BY NILS KRÄMER
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Back:
Art for collecting by

TOMI
UNGERER
* 1931 in Strasbourg, France
† 2019 in Cork, Ireland
The Rat (2008)
Made of found objects
Würth Collection

Bizarre and funny are not too far apart
for him: The world-renowned draftsman,
painter, illustrator, children’s book author,
and graphic designer Tomi Ungerer attributed his subtle sense of humor to his
multicultural Alsatian homeland. He
was born in Strasbourg in 1931. In
1955, he moved to New York, where
he designed titles for the New Yorker
and caricatures for Esquire, Life and
New York Times. He moved to Canada
in the 70s and later on, he divided his
time between a large farm in Ireland
and his native city of Strasbourg. The
jet-setter died in 2019 at the age of 87.
With his incredibly diverse work, he enchanted and entertained millions of children and adults alike. The provocateur,
pacifist and great philanthropist had
enough ardor for five people: He wrote
140 books, which were translated into
28 languages, and created 40,000
drawings, in addition to various posters,
oil paintings, lithographs, and sculptures. He frequently depicted animals in
his work, be it realistically or endowed
with human characteristics. Ungerer
once admitted, “In general, our family
was very closely connected to nature,
which ultimately shaped my entire childhood.” The almost 30-cm-long “Rat”
from 2008, its head made out of a
found light bulb, is a typical example of
his mixed media objects, which often
only required a minor intervention to undermine their original purpose and value.
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A RAY OF
HOPE WITH
MATHEA
Two old spoons as ears: That’s what I
like the most about the little animal! It
could also be a pig, not a rat. The snout
is so flat and round in front. The artist
probably found a broken light bulb,
then looked for a pipe for the body,
shaped the legs and tail, and then put
the spoons on the head. The animal
looks funny. Alive. The fleck of light on
the light bulb even resembles an eye. 
I think it’s great that the artist made
something new and beautiful out of an
old light bulb. Otherwise, it would just
be lying around in the junkyard. It’s
good when you try not to throw away
so much. But I think it needs more color.
Why is the tiny animal so black? I would
have painted it pink.

MATHEA

from Westernhausen,
Germany
9 years old

